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This paper reports the results of initial explorations about teachers’ views of proof 
and proving in upper secondary school context in Sweden, Estonia and Finland. The 
study was carried out in order to develop a questionnaire for a cross-cultural 
comparative survey in Baltic countries and Nordic countries with respect of the 
culture of proof in school mathematics (NorBa Proof Project). The data consists 
mainly of teachers’ written responses to some open questions concerning their views 
of proof and the meaning of dealing with proof in upper secondary school context.  

INTRODUCTION 
The status and role of proof in school mathematics have varied during the last four 
decades in many countries and obviously there are cultural differences with respect of 
how proof and proving are dealt with in school mathematics in various countries. 
After a period with less focus on proof and proving, many countries are revising their 
curriculum and now give a more prominent place for these topics in the revised 
curriculum (e.g. Hanna & de Villiers, 2008). Also in Sweden, the suggestion for the 
new upper secondary school curriculum articulates aspects of proof and proving in a 
more explicit way than the present one does (The Swedish National Agency for 
Education, 2010).  
In Estonia, mathematical rigor, exact use of language, deductive approaches and 
mathematical reasoning were stressed in mathematics education until 90s during the 
period when Estonia was a part of Soviet Union. Also working with exact proof 
forms was an essential objective of mathematics teaching. After a period of 15-20 
years with more students in upper secondary level and less emphasis on proof, recent 
reform efforts have elevated the role of proof and reasoning in school mathematics 
again. According to the new national curriculum (accepted in 2010) proof is expected 
to play a more prominent role at the upper-secondary mathematics again 
(Gümnaasiumi riiklik õppekava, 2010).  
In Finland, proof was an important part of upper secondary school mathematics in the 
1970s during a period of “New Math” reforms. Since then its importance has 
dramatically decreased. In the long course, almost all theorems were proven in the 
textbooks in the 1970s but, after the curriculum 1985, only 30 percent of them were 
proven (Back, Kavander, Nylund, Peltomäki, Salakoski & von Wright, 2002). In the 
curriculum 1994, reasoning and proving were mentioned as goals of teaching in the 
long course, but in the recent Finnish curriculum (The Finnish National Board of 



Education, 2003) proof is explicitly mentioned only in the connection of one 
advanced (not compulsory) part of the long course, and the curriculum of the short 
course includes no explicit reference to argumentation. The decrease of references to 
argumentation skills has also been shown in Silfverberg’s (2010) comparison analysis 
between the recent curriculum and the curriculum 1994. 
In order to learn more about cultural differences regarding the role and status of proof 
in school mathematics we have initiated a cross-cultural study in some Baltic and 
some Nordic countries (Finland, Estonia, Lithuania, Norway and Sweden). These 
countries have various cultural-historical backgrounds and obviously they are also in 
different phases of curriculum development. This paper presents the results from the 
initial explorations concerning upper secondary school teachers’ views on proof and 
proving in three of these countries: Estonia, Finland and Sweden. The explorations 
have been conducted in order to develop a relevant questionnaire for a quantitative 
survey in all participating countries.   
The development of the teachers’ questionnaire started already in 2004 in Sweden 
and the earlier versions have been tested among Swedish teachers during 2004-2009. 
Some project works in Sweden have also applied questions and statements from the 
questionnaire that we have been developing (e.g. Reuterswärd, 2008). Hence, we 
have already obtained some important qualitative information about teachers’ views 
in Sweden. Knuth (2002) reports the results from an interview study with secondary 
school mathematics teachers in USA concerning their views of proof in the context of 
school mathematics. Knuth’s study is interesting for us as it describes teachers’ 
relation to the new curriculum with more emphasize on proof than the previous one. 
All these studies offer us also information about the difficulties to define the notion 
of proof. This is a crucial issue that we have to consider in order to create a reliable 
and valid questionnaire for our survey.  

THEORETICAL STANCES AND METHODOLOGY 
The view of what constitutes a valid proof in mathematics has changed during the 
history and not all mathematicians and mathematics educators hold the same view of 
proof (e.g. Dreyfus, 2001; Reid, 2005). In our study, we explore the notion of proof 
as well as the roles and functions of proof from the perspective of upper secondary 
school teachers.   
The meaning of proof in the teaching/learning of mathematics 
Many researchers have discussed the functions of proof in mathematics and the 
relevance of these functions to the teaching of mathematics (e.g. de Villiers, 1999; 
Hanna, 2000; Weber, 2002; Hemmi, 2006). The functions have also been applied in a 
number of empirical studies (e.g. Knuth, 2002; Furinghetti & Morselli, 2009; Hemmi 
& Löfwall, 2009) and there are sometimes differences in the ways in which 
researchers interpret and apply them. The functions are intertwined in various ways 
and it can be problematic to in every case distinguish them from each other. In this 



paper, we investigate what functions are present in teachers’ written responses to our 
open questions about proof and the meaning of teaching of proof.  
The function of Verification refers to the validation of the truth of the statement 
according to the rules of reasoning accepted by the mathematics community (c.f. 
public argument in Raman, 2003), whereas conviction is the personal experience 
concerning the truth of a statement (c.f. private argument in ibid.). This pair is also 
connected to critical thinking. Explanation provides insights in different manners into 
why something is true. Understanding is the personal experience of this. 
Communication refers to the critical debate that proofs and proving enhances among 
mathematicians when they communicate their results to each other. Systematization 
refers to the organization of various results into a deductive system of axioms, major 
concepts and theorems. It helps for example to find circular arguments and other 
shortcomings in mathematical reasoning. The functions of aesthetic and intellectual 
challenge refer to personal experiences when working with proving and proofs.  
With the function of discovery de Villiers (1999) refers to the way in which 
mathematicians, when proving statements, deductively discover for example that they 
can prove something more general than the original statement. Knuth (2002) 
(although referring to de Villiers) connected the function of discovery to the opposite, 
i.e. inductive investigations, measurement, hypotheses that may lead to proof. We 
connect the investigative working manner to approaches of proof (c.f. Hemmi, in 
press), not to the functions of proof.  
We have also included the function of transfer in our frame (c.f. Hemmi, 2006; 
Hemmi & Löfwall, 2009). It refers to the idea that proofs can introduce new 
techniques useful in other problems in mathematics or offer understanding for 
something different from the original context inside or outside mathematics. Knuth 
(2002) does not identify this function in his data although he describes the teachers’ 
views of proofs and proving as developing logical thinking skills. Reuterswärd 
(2008) states that the most common reason that the teachers in her study gave for 
why one should involve proof in mathematics classrooms was that proof can “train 
abilities that are transferable and can be used in other areas.” (Reuterswärd, 2008, p. 
21) The teachers in her study state that proof can exercise logical reasoning skills (c.f. 
Knuth, 2002), the learning of routines useful when structuring the solutions of 
problems and in acquiring the mathematical language, i.e. abilities needed in problem 
solving. The teachers also state that proofs and proving offer exercise in abilities that 
are transferable to other areas outside mathematics (c.f. Hemmi, 2006). All these 
statements can be connected to the function of transfer.  
Teachers’ views of proof 
There are substantial difficulties to cope with the different interpretations of the 
notion of proof in studies like ours. In Knuth’s (2002) interview study the majority of 
the 17 American secondary school teachers stated, to varying degrees, that “a proof is 
a logical or deductive argument that demonstrates the truth of a premise.” (p. 71) 



However, the teachers’ descriptions about proof in Knuth’s study could be divided 
into formal, less formal and informal proofs.  
The teachers’ descriptions of formal proofs were strongly tied to certain formats 
and/or the use of particular language whereas less formal proofs referred to 
arguments that established the truth of a statement for all relevant cases without the 
demand of rigor in the presentation of the arguments. All the teachers in Knuth’s 
study considered explanations and empirically-based arguments as representative of 
informal proofs. They did not consider these arguments as valid proofs because they 
were not proofs of the general case. Regarding the view of explanations as a type of 
informal proof, one teacher in Knuth’s study commented, “They [i.e., students] are 
always asked to justify their thinking. It seems like proof is everywhere”. (p. 72) 
In Reuterswärd’s (2008) study, there is a wide consensus among the five Swedish 
teachers participating in the study about what constitutes a proof. Proof is 
“mathematical reasoning where one from premises through logical arguments, step 
by step, derives the truth of a statement.” (p. 20) Characteristic of proof, according to 
these teachers, is mathematical language, logic and a special structure. Hence, the 
teachers make a distinction between proof and other kinds of reasoning. Proof is for 
them something with more substance, more formal and with general character than 
other kinds of reasoning. This can be related to formal proof in Knuth’s study. 
At the same time as the Swedish teachers in Reuterswärd’s study state that the 
formal, mathematical language, structure and logic distinguish proof from other kinds 
of reasoning, they have difficulties to draw the boundaries between them. They state 
that the word proof is “heavier” and that certain words are connected to proof and 
make it really a proof. Some of them are not sure if they can call general solution 
methods for task like “Show that if a side of a rectangle is made ten percent shorter 
and the other side ten percent longer, then the area of the rectangle becomes one 
percent smaller” for proofs. They also hesitate if so called “Show that the left hand 
side equals the right hand side” –tasks can be called for proving tasks. These proofs 
can be connected to the notion of informal proof in Knuth’s study. Similar to the 
teachers in Knuth’s study, there is no doubt among the teachers in Reuterswärd’s 
study about the difference between specific examples and proofs.  
The teachers in Knuth’s study consider the formal and less formal proofs only to be 
appropriate for a minority of “students enrolled in advanced mathematics classes and 
for those students who will most likely be pursuing mathematics-related majors in 
college.” (Knuth, 2002, p. 74) This is similar to the Swedish teachers’ views of proof 
as more suitable for students studying natural science programme (e.g. Reuterswärd, 
2008) 
However, in Knuth’s study, those teachers who interpreted the curriculum use of 
proof more broadly (i.e., includes formal, less formal, and/or informal proofs), related 
more positively to the idea that proof should be involved in mathematics teaching for 
all students.  



Method 
We posed the following three open questions to the teachers (eight from Sweden, 
seven from Estonia and five from Finland) in the beginning of our pilot 
questionnaire.  

1. What do you think is characteristic of a mathematical proof? 
2. Have you got some thoughts about why students should become familiar 
with proofs and proving in school mathematics?   
3. Are there some proofs/derivations that you consider as important for 
students to become familiar with in school mathematics and in that case which 
and why? 

The teachers were chosen through personal contacts and represent teachers who have 
various teaching experiences. They are of different ages and they teach various 
courses and groups of students. Afterwards, we interviewed some of the teachers in 
order to check the validity and reliability of the questionnaire.  

RESULTS  
The meaning of proof in the teaching of mathematics 
Three of the eight Swedish teachers stressed the importance of proof for enhancing 
the understanding of how everything is connected in mathematics.  

I think proof is a skeleton in mathematics and is a prerequisite for understanding of how 
everything is connected. If one is not allowed to work with proof and reasoning the different 
parts remain only rules to memorize that do not hang on each other.  

In some of the responses there is an idea that one can with help of different kinds of 
proofs and different approaches to proofs make visible, for example the difference 
between axioms and statements and the investigative working manner helps students 
to see how mathematics is created (c.f. transparency in Hemmi, 2008).   

Proofs of something that students already consider as evident help them to see the difference 
between axioms and results that can be proven from the axioms.  
The kinds of tasks that occur in a part of national examinations: (investigate, show that the 
pattern is generally true) gives a good insight in how mathematics develops. 

The teachers also stress that proof and proving enhances the learning of mathematics 
and help students to obtain another perspective towards mathematics than they are 
used to have. This can be connected to the function of transfer. 

To get a more basic picture of mathematics, to see behind “doing sums” and in that way maybe 
experience the rest of mathematics a bit simpler. 
Another perspective towards mathematics than they are used to. 

The next extract emphasizes the understanding of what a proof is (transparency), and 
especially the function of systematization that can reveal circular reasoning as well as 
other shortcomings in the reasoning.  



I think one strengthens the mathematical ability and understanding if a student really 
understands a proof, and also manages to judge if a proof is really a proof (and not a circular 
reasoning, where one might have used something one should prove in order to arrive at the 
conclusion).   

One Swedish teacher stresses the verification function and development of critical 
thinking as well as communication. 

To be able to see that ”evident statements” are not necessarily true before they are proved; to 
learn to “argue” with the mathematical language. 

The function of conviction as well as the aesthetic aspect is present in one of the 
responses.  

To convince oneself, a friend, all… Above all an education for university and to be able to argue 
for one’s matter. To show the beauty and logic of mathematics (OBS! There is yet a big 
difference between the programs and courses in how much we stress proving)  

Finally, one Swedish teacher refers to the steering document. This teacher connects 
proof and proving to quite informal reasoning that is in harmony with the present 
goals in the Swedish national curriculum.  
The most widely used argument among Estonian teachers why students should be 
exposed with proofs and proving during secondary education was that it develops 
logical thinking and reasoning skills. This aspect was mentioned by all the teachers: 

Proving develops logical thinking. 
Proving develops /…/ skills to derive and relate.  
Students learn to reason logically. Develop skills to analyze and synthesize 
Teaches and develops argumentation skills. 

This can be connected to the function of transfer in a broad sense. The aspect of 
critical thinking that was mentioned by one of the Estonian teacher can be connected 
to verification/conviction (c.f. Hemmi, 2006). 

It develops critical thinking. 

Another argument, which was pointed out by five teachers, was connected to the idea 
of meaningful learning and the function of explanation. Most teachers phrased it as 
the skill to see connections, to relate different results: 

Proving teaches to notice relations. 
To develop the skill to see connections/…/ and to provide the phenomena: “I understand!”. 
Proving should be used only if students are able to comprehend them; memorization of ready-
made proofs is meaningless. 

The third argument, used by three of the Estonian teachers, was that proving develops 
creativity that can be connected to intellectual challenge. 

Proving develops mathematical creativity. 
It enables to experience creativity. 



One Estonian teacher stated that one should include proof in the teaching of 
mathematics because some of the students demanded it. 

More clever students are against of pure memorization of results, they want to have them 
proved. 

Finally, the following response can be connected to the function of systematization. 
It teaches to use earlier learned results. 

The Finnish teachers mentioned understanding of the structure and the nature of 
mathematics:  

It would be desirable to familiarise with proving in order to understand the structure of 
mathematics.  
The nature of mathematics opens in a better way in it (in proving). 
It improves mathematical skills and enhances understanding of formulas.    

The first two responses above refer to meta-level understanding or epistemological 
understanding of mathematical knowledge. This came also out in some answers of 
Swedish teachers (see above), as well as in a response of one Estonian teacher: 

Proofs demonstrate how in mathematics the statements are created. 

In addition, the Finnish teachers mentioned the development of reasoning and 
thinking skills (transfer).  

In general, constructing arguments and reflection on them develops thinking. 
The training of proofs guides to consistent thinking. I believe the proofs as themselves develop 
reasoning skills. Especially in the long course of mathematics, it belongs to the subject.  

The following meanings are very close to the ideas presented by some 
mathematicians in Hemmi’s (2006) study as well as some teachers in Reuterswärd’s 
(2008) study. They could be connected to the function of explanation as well as 
systematisation (how everything is organised). 

As well, I think it is important to perceive that things form logical entities so that they are not 
isolated memorised details. I think it makes also easier to memorise things. 

According to the last meaning above proofs also help to remember items needed in 
mathematics. Memorization is a function that de Villiers (1999) mentions but does 
not further develop (c.f. Reuterswärd, 2008).  
Hence, explanation/understanding, transfer, systematisation and memorization were 
the functions that came out in the answers of the Finnish teachers. 
Teachers’ views of proof 
The Swedish teachers’ conceptions of proof in our study are very similar to those in 
Knuth’s and Reuterswärd’s studies. Two of the six responses we got to the question 
What do you think is characteristic of a mathematical proof? can be clearly 
connected to the verification/conviction function of proof.  

A proof is reasoning that shows the validity of a statement. 



They should convince the student. 

The first extract illuminates the verification function (public argument) and the 
second one the conviction (private argument). Proof is also called for a logical 
structure including special kind of reasoning. This view can be connected to the 
function of systematisation.  

A logical structure in reasoning where the various steps are motivated with known theorems and 
definitions. 

Also the generality of the results obtained by proving was emphasised by one 
Swedish teacher. 

General reasoning, logical indisputable within a system of axioms.  

One teacher described proofs as something difficult to cope with in the beginning and 
stated that “the more time you spend on them the better you understand the idea with 
them”.   
Hence, the Swedish teachers mention both formal and informal aspects of proof and 
proving. In line with Knuth’ results and earlier results in Sweden (e.g. Reuterswärd, 
2008) the Swedish teachers in our pilot study consider proof and proving as more 
appropriate for students studying natural science program than for other students.  
However, one teacher who describes proof as informal proof states that proof is there 
all the time for all students in his teaching. 
Also among the Estonian teachers the function of verification/conviction was central 
in their descriptions about characteristics of proof. Almost every Estonian teacher 
wrote about proof as an argument that demonstrates the truth of a statement; it was 
seen as the primary role of proof by many. 

I can’t believe math statements without proof. Proof validates the statements. 
Proving means using of validated statements to derive new statements. 

The Estonian teachers also touch other functions when describing the characteristics 
of proof, for example creating and systematizing mathematics. All Estonian teachers 
pointed out importance of logical derivations in creating proofs. 

Proof is sequence of logical statements which imply from each other, logical derivation of 
results. 
Argumentation, why and on the basis of what could be stated something. 

We can observe also the function of explanation in the previous example as the 
teacher wants the proof to give an answer to the question Why? One Estonian teacher 
pointed out that proving may create better understanding. She also mentioned the 
possibility to connect and relate different concepts while proving.  
The Finnish teachers only mention formal characteristics of proof. 

A proof should be based on definitions or earlier proved results based on them. A proof should 
proceed according to the generally accepted logic. A proof must not include a statement as an 
assumption. 



Three Finnish teachers mentioned consistency as a central feature of mathematical 
proof. 
The context of proof in upper secondary school mathematics 
The question Are there some proofs/derivations that you consider as important for 
students to become familiar with in school mathematics and in that case which and 
why? offers us additional information about the teachers’ views of proof and the 
context of proof in school mathematics. When responding to this question some of 
the teachers also motivated their choices.   
Five of the seven Swedish teachers who responded to the question mentioned a proof 
or a couple of proofs of Pythagorean Theorem as important for students because they 
really makes clear that the theorem is true or because some proofs of Pythagorean 
Theorem are a part of a general knowledge and therefore important for the students 
to become familiar with. They also mentioned proofs for other geometrical theorems 
as well as derivations of main formulas used in upper secondary mathematics (e.g. 
rules of differentiation, geometric sum). One Swedish teacher also wanted the 
students to become familiar with proof by induction. Most of the Swedish teachers 
make a clear distinction between different groups of students and stress that proof is 
more important for students studying Natural Science Program.   
Many Estonian teachers seemed to have difficulties in sorting out just some proofs 
which are more important than others. No one of them mentioned Pythagorean 
Theorem. Teachers are generally convinced in the need to teach proofs. They see 
proving as natural way of communicating mathematics: 

I consider 90% of proofs presented in the textbook worth of working through in the class. 
If I hadn’t any time limits I would like to prove almost all statements and derive all formulas that 
I present to the students. 
It is difficult to mention just some of them. It is not so important which concrete proof we use. 
Important is to provide them the experience of proving. If there is time one should use proving in 
math lessons. 

As particular examples of important proofs teachers mentioned proofs from analytical 
geometry, trigonometry (derivation of formulas), calculus (derivations using limits, 
derivatives). This is similar to the areas that Swedish teachers mention. 
In Finland only three of the five teachers answered to this question. One of them 
mentioned only the proof of Pythagorean Theorem as central. This teacher had taught 
only the short course of upper secondary school mathematics. The other two teachers 
answered in the following way: 

I think in the long course the different proving techniques (direct and indirect proof, induction 
and showing a statement to be false) should be presented in some way so that they would become 
familiar at least to some extent. It would be desirable to derive or prove some central results of 
upper secondary mathematics. These kinds of results are, for example, Pythagorean Theorem, 
the quadratic formula, the sine rule and the derivative of a power function. 



Almost all (preferably short) reasoning based on a familiar theory or, from students’ 
perspective, on clear facts are good for developing thinking.  

In the latter answer, the development of thinking skills (the transfer function) comes 
again out. 
Almost all the Finnish teachers mentioned that the long course of mathematics differs 
significantly from the short course with respect to the role of proof. According to 
them, proof has a very minor role in the short course.  

In the short course, the things are usually not proven except some “trivial” reasoning with a 
couple of rows. 
There exists no mathematical proof in the short course. If we sometimes have time left, a 
derivation of some formula can be presented. 

According to one teacher, the nature of reasoning is different in the short course and 
in the long course: 

In the short course of mathematics, I think it is not necessary to make proofs very “orthodoxly”, 
but you can reason the results even inductively. In the short course I use “proving” in quite a 
loose manner in the connection of deriving results. In the long course, the proofs have to be built 
according to correct proving techniques, and you have to be more careful with the logic of proof. 

Hence, we can identify differences in the views of proof by the teachers depending 
on the groups of students they are talking about (c.f. Knuth, 2002; Reuterswärd, 
2008).    

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION  
In the teachers’ responses to the question of why to exercise proof and proving, the 
most commonly identified function was explanation/understanding and transfer but 
the other functions (not discovery) were present as well. The explanation included 
aspects that are similar to those of the mathematicians in Hemmi’s (2006) study: 
Proof helps to clarify mathematical constructions, mathematical structures and 
relations between different concepts in terms of connections or hierarchies. The 
teachers also stressed that proofs and proving was a means to come to grips with the 
essence of mathematics (c.f. Hemmi, 2006).  In teaching/learning situation, it 
introduces a student to the nature and structure of mathematics and to the 
construction of mathematical knowledge. Transfer was indentified in the sense that it 
develops reasoning and thinking skills. Verification and conviction were the most 
frequently mentioned functions when describing the characteristics of proof. 
There were a lot of similarities in the way in which the teachers in these three 
countries talked about proof and proving. Although we can identify also certain 
differences between the teachers’ responses we cannot draw any conclusions from 
them because the number of the teachers in this study was low. However, one 
interesting aspect worth to mention is that three Estonian teachers mentioned the 
development of creativity as a function of proof, but no Finnish or Swedish teachers 
spoke about it. It is also interesting that five of seven Swedish teachers mention the 



proof of Pythagorean Theorem as central in upper secondary school mathematics in 
line with the Swedish teachers in Reuterswärd’s (2008) study whereas none of 
Estonian teachers mentioned it. One reason for that may be that Pythagorean 
Theorem is considered to be a part of lower secondary mathematics in Estonia. Two 
Finnish teachers mentioned Pythagorean Theorem as a result which should be 
proven. In Finland Pythagorean Theorem comes first time in lower secondary school, 
but it is repeated and applied in upper secondary school, both in the short and in the 
long course of mathematics. 
The results from earlier studies (e.g. Knuth, 2002; Reuterswärd, 2008) as well as our 
recent explorations have also other consequences to the development and the analysis 
of our questionnaire as it is important to be conscious about what teachers are 
thinking as proof and proving when they respond to the statements. As indicated of 
earlier studies and our explorations there are also differences in teachers’ views and 
intentions concerning the teaching and learning of proof depending on the students 
and the courses they are teaching. In our survey, it is important for us to address these 
aspects in a relevant way in order to be able to draw some conclusions from teachers’ 
responses. The aim of the survey is to find different types of teachers in order to 
interview and probably follow some lessons of some teachers representing various 
styles. 
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